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  8 & Under Tournament Rules 
 
(1) Game Play & General Rules 

(a) Both the home and opposing teams Head Coach will meet 5 minutes prior 
to game time for Ground Rules. 

(b) For seeding games, a coin flip will be used to determine Home / Away 
teams.  For Single Elimination Games, the higher seed will choose home 
/ away.  

(c) Game will be six (6) innings in length with a two hour time limit.  
(d) Any rule not specifically addressed in the amended rules will 

automatically be referred to the Little League Rulebook. 
(e) Any protests or rules in question must be addressed immediately during 

the game with a Tournament Official (Dressed in BLUE). 
(f) A fifteen-run mercy rule is in effect after 4 innings if the home team is 

winning and every complete inning after that. 
(g) Secondary Mercy Rule:  No team shall score more than five (5) runs in 

any inning, once the fifth run crosses the plate, the inning is over.  This 
rule is null and void in the final (6th) inning and every inning after that 
(extra innings) 

(h) Head-to-Head, least runs allowed, run differential, runs scored, and coin 
flip will be used as tiebreakers  

 
(2) Offensive Rules 

(a) All teams will bat all uniformed players during the course of the game.   
(b) ONLY USA Baseball Approved (stamped) bats are also approved.  

 
(c) Bunting is not allowed at any time during the game.   
(d) A batter will record an out if (1) He swings and misses three pitches, (2) 

He is forced out at any base, (4) He is tagged out at any base, (5) A ball 
is caught in foul or fair territory, (6) He throws his bat after a warning is 
issued. (7) Batter does not swing at fifth-pitch strike. 

(e) Stealing.  There will be no stealing bases in this tournament. 
(f) There can only be one coach in each of the coach boxes, plus one coach 

in the vicinity of the dugout when that team is up to bat. 
(g) Players must slide to avoid contact at any base.  
(h) ******Player will receive no more than five pitches deemed to be 

hittable through the pitching machine.  A player who fouls off the 
fifth pitch shall continue his/ her at bat as if it is the fifth pitch. 



(i) A ball that hits, grazes, or ticks the pitching machine will be called a 
DEAD BALL and the batter and each runner will advance one base 
(regardless if the player is forced). 

 
(3) Defensive Rules 

(a) Defensive Positioning.  Teams may field ten players on defense.  Four 
outfielders, four infielders, a pitcher, and a catcher.   

(b) Outfielders must be spaced evenly and played at an equal depth.  There 
shall be NO ROVERS or outfielders positioned to play a fifth infield 
position (de facto).   

(c) A pitcher must be within three feet of the pitching machine, where a white 
dot will be placed. 

(d) A pitcher must be on his/her GLOVE SIDE, mimicking a pitchers fall away 
area and cannot switch defensive sides against a left or right hander. 

(e) Pitchers must wear a helmet at all times. 
(f) Catchers must be in full protective equipment. 
(g) All Plays, except an overthrow from an infield hit, end at the NATURAL 

CONCLUSION OF THE PLAY.  There will be no “Intent Rule”, “Vicinity 
Rule”, “Possession Rules”, or “halfway rule” in this tournament.  Play 
ends when a player is tagged out or he is stationed at a base with the 
defensive team in control of the play. 

(h) In the case of an overthrow to a base, each runner can advance only the 
base they are advancing to plus one base, with the runner always in 
jeopardy.  If a player advances safely to any subsequent base, the umpire 
shall return all runner to the appropriate base once the play has ended.  
The batter cannot advance past second base on a hit that has not left the 
infield. 

(i) On defense, three coaches will be allowed on the field, two in the outfield, 
and one in the vicinity of the dugout, to coordinate the infielders. 

 
(4)  Division Winners 

(a) Tiebreakers are as follows 
(1) Head-to-head matchup 
(2) Runs allowed overall 
(3) Run differential overall 
(4) Runs scored overall 
(5) Coin flip 

 
(5)             Coach/ Spectator Behavior 

(a) We expect all coaches, spectators and adults to behave like adults.  
There is a ZERO TOLERANCE POLICY toward abuse of officials.  
Coaches who have a question on the rules or a call should CALMLY 
discuss that question with an umpire or official.  Any parent, spectator, 
coach or player who is ejected from the game will forfeit his/her right to be 
in the park for the remainder of the tournament. 

(b) Any team that has an adult ejected for unsportsmanlike behavior will have 
TEN RUNS ADDED TO THEIR RUNS ALLOWED TOTAL at the 
conclusion of the seeding round.  

(c) It is VERY EASY to incite an entire crowd with body language and/or 
arguing with umpires.  Coaches and spectators who choose to act like 
infants will be removed from the park immediately. 



(d) MLB has instant replay to correct even the most professional of umpires, 
Lewiston does not.  We will do our best to make sure our umpires are in 
the right position to make the correct calls. 

(e) Please be advised that with modified rules and the age group, almost 
every call the umpire makes is a judgment call, and a difficult call to 
make.   

 
++++++ Further Explanation of Rule 3G+++++++++++++++++ 

- Control is established when a defense has not just possession 
of the ball, but when runners are stationary at a base. (Natural 
Conclusion) 
 

- Controlling position can be defined as when runners stop any 
advancement to the next base and are stationary on a bag 
(judged by the lead runner).  Defensive Control of the play is 
determined by control of the actual runners, not a perceived or 
imaginary control. 

 
- All runner are in jeopardy at all times, unless the umpire has 

called a play dead. If a player is tagged out, even on a play 
where he would’ve been forced back to a base, that runner is 
out. 

 
- A Time Out will only be granted to a defensive player AFTER 

control of runners has been established.  A player yelling for a 
timeout while runners are still running is not, in the opinion of 
Lewiston Baseball, learning baseball, and will not be granted 
time. 

 
- Players should remain on their base until the umpire resets them 

or calls an out.  In the 8U division, often parents or even 
coaches begin to yell to their kids to advance or retreat from a 
base, and create a disorienting atmosphere.  Please remember 
that only the umpire stops a play, and the runners are 
ALWAYS in jeopardy until the umpire rules the play dead. 

 
(6) Parents Coach Spectator Behavior 

(a) All parents, coaches, and spectators are required to behave themselves 
in an adult-like and sportsman manner. 

(b) Coaches may NOT argue judgment calls.  All umpires judgment calls are 
final.  An umpire may ask for help from his/her partner umpire in the case 
of an obstructed view, however, coaches may NOT ask for an umpire to 
appeal to a second umpire on a “Bad Call”. 

(c) The Manager of the team is in charge of his entire team, including but not 
limited to his coaching staff, players, parents and spectators. 

(d) Any player, coach, or spectator ejected from a game is also ejected from 
the park for the remainder of the tournament.  If an ejected party refuses 
to leave the site, all games will be considered forfeit. 

(e) All protests must be handled immediately by a on-site Tournament 
Coordinator when dealing with Baseball Rules. 

(f) There is a strict NO ALCOHOL or TOBACCO policy in place at all 
Lewiston Parks preceding, during, and following the tournament. 



(g) Teams that have adults ejected from a game will be forced to add TEN 
RUNS to their final Runs Allowed total. 

 
Standings, Games and Rain 

• All teams must be available to start a game any time between 8AM and 6PM on 
Saturday and Sunday. 

• All teams must be able to start games any time between 12PM and 6PM on 
Friday. 

• All games are considered complete after four complete innings. 
• Games will be considered “In Delay” until the field reaches its point of saturation, 

when Tournament Staff will call games and begin the rescheduling process.  
Games are in delay until it is determined that fields are saturated to the point 
where above normal and time-consuming maintenance must be performed. 

• In case games are not completed, finished game standings will apply to final 
standings. 

• All Games must be started no later than 11PM on Saturday in order to count to 
Sunday Standings 

• In the event of a complete Sunday rainout, the highest ranked remaining seed 
will be awarded the Division and Tournament Championships. 

• In case of rain or weather that halts the tournament with games left to be played, 
teams will be seeded by using their winning percentage. 


